


HM-26 PIANO 26 MELODICA (SOPRANO)
This instrument’s handsome appearance is surpassed only by its
beautiful tone. Its 26 piano keys start with B below middle C and
extend up for over two chromatic octaves. Comfortable strap for left
hand. Complete with instructions and deluxe carrying case.

HM-27 PIANO 27 MELODICA (ALTO)
An advanced virtuoso instrument, similar to the Piano 26 Melodica,
but in the alto range. Its 27 piano keys start with F below middle C
and extend up for over two chromatic octaves. Comfortable strap for
left hand. Complete with instructions and deluxe carrying case.

HM-32 PIANO 32 MELODICA This instru-
ment has a range of over two and one half full octaves for soprano
and alto. It has 32 keys starting with F below middle C. Ideal for
beginners as well as professionals. Deluxe carrying case, mouthpiece
and instructions included.

HM-36 PROFESSIONAL 36 MELODICA
This three octave professional instrument produces a rich accordion-

like tone. Conveniently hand held with 36 piano keys. Ultra durable
bronze reeds. Tonal range, F below middle C through E. Specially
designed mouthpiece and deluxe padded carrying case included.

HM-900 SOPRANO MELODICA This popular
model features solid construction and scientifically-tuned reeds.
Range covers two full chromatic octaves from middle C. With
instructions and colorful leatherette carrying case.

HM-901 ALTO MELODICA This larger, richer-
voiced Melodica blends with the HM-900 beautifully for group
playing. Construction details are also similar to the HM-900, but the
sounding board is deeper. Two octave range from F below middle C.
Instructions and colorful leatherette carrying case.

S32 STUDENT 32 MELODICA This
newest member to the Hohner Melodica line has 32 piano keys 
covering the alto and soprano range starting with F below middle C.
Ideal for students as well as advanced players. Deluxe padded
zipper case, mouthpiece and extension hose included.

Melodica
Accessories
A.  HMA-76 Extra mouthpiece for HM-26,

27 and 32.
B.  HMA-25 Extra mouthpiece for

Melodica models 900 and 901.
C.  HMA-80 Professional mouthpiece for

HM-36 Melodicas. Makes playing easier
by providing a better view of the keyboard.

D.  HMA-75 Vista Mouthpiece permits the
player to see the keyboard more easily. Fits
Melodica models 900 and 901.

E.  HMA-81 Trumpet mouthpiece for model
HM-36. 

HOHNER Melodicas
The Melodica is a fascinating wind instrument, easy to learn and powerfully expressive. Played like a piano, it is so compact that you can take it
with you anywhere. Producing single notes or chords, the Melodica is both a solo and orchestral instrument, blending beautifully with other instru-
ments. Whatever the music you like — from classical to rock — the Melodica will add its own personality, a unique and captivating sound.
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Melodica Notation Chart
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